Getting Started with Endpoint
Standard
Endpoint Standard uses advanced predictive models to analyze endpoint data and stop
attacks before they compromise your system.
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Complete the Carbon Black Cloud setup tasks
Before getting started with Endpoint Standard, add console administrators and deploy sensors
Sign in to the Carbon Black Cloud console and follow the Getting Started widget to complete these tasks.

If you don’t see the Getting Started widget on your dashboard, click Conﬁgure Dashboard to add it.
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View alerts
View alerts raised by Endpoint Standard on the Alerts page
Endpoint Standard raises alerts based on suspicious behavior and known threats. Regularly review alerts to distinguish
between normal activity and an attack. Use the left panel to ﬁlter alerts by severity, policies, devices, and more.
Click the Alert Triage icon (

) to see the ﬂow of an event.

Dismiss an alert or view
notiﬁcation history

Tactics, Techniques, and
Procedures (TTPs) are descriptors
used to provide context on attack
and suspicious behavior methods.
For additional information, click
Help > User Guide.
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Triage alerts
On the Triage Alert page, view the process tree and select events, or nodes, to see more information
The right panel provides a summary of attributes of the selected node, including Policy Action, Reputation, and Process
State. If you also have CB ThreatHunter, you’ll see some alternate information.
To investigate an alert further, click Investigate.

A Terminate Policy Action was applied here because an application
without an Allow List reputation attempted to modify a user data ﬁle

= Deny

= Terminate
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Investigate alerts
On the Investigate page, view more details about an event
Use the left panel to ﬁlter the events by devices, connection locations, applications, and alerts.
You can view additional details about an event such as the ﬁle or application hash, parent and child processes, network
connections, command line arguments, TTPs, and ﬁle reputation, which is based on cloud threat intelligence.
Click Help > User Guide to learn more about ﬁle reputation.
Click to expand the
information window
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Set policies as recommended
Fine-tune your policies to meet your organization’s security needs
Policies deﬁne rules for how applications behave on endpoints. Use predeﬁned policies or create custom ones by clicking
Enforce, then Policies. In the Prevention tab, ensure that all policies block all types of malware from executing known,
suspect, and potentially unwanted programs (PUPs). Adjust your policies based on our recommended settings below.
Sensor tab
To prevent unwanted uninstalls and malware from
tampering with sensor connectivity, enable this
setting for each policy
Unless required, do not enable
Perform an initial, one-time inventory
scan to identify pre-existing malware

Local Scan tab

Request updated reputation data from
the cloud; eﬀective against emerging
threats

Enable cloud analysis
Enable auto-delete of known malware
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Test this setting on a subset of policies ﬁrst to ensure
machine performance isn’t greatly impacted

Create sensor groups
Before you roll out Endpoint Standard to your whole organization, you can create sensor groups to manage sensors and
policies across diﬀerent teams within your organization, such as Sales, Finance, IT, and Engineering. For example, you might
deﬁne a sensor group as the Active Directory Finance Organizational Unit.
To create a sensor group, click Endpoints,
then + Add Group.
Customize policies based on how your
teams work and what level of security is
required. Then, associate a policy with a
sensor group.
New endpoints in a sensor group are
automatically protected by the policy that
is associated with the sensor group.
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Next Steps
Learn more about Endpoint Standard and the Carbon Black Cloud
Connect with the Carbon Black User Exchange for additional resources, including product documentation, release notes,
knowledge base articles, support, discussions, product news, updates, and more.
Learn more about Endpoint Standard by taking a Carbon Black training course.
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